
COMMUTATORS IN THE SPECIAL AND GENERAL
LINEAR GROUPSO

BY

R. C. THOMPSON

1. Introduction. We shall use the following notation: K denotes an arbi-

trary (commutative) field and GF(pn) denotes the finite field with pn ele-

ments; GL(n, K) denotes the multiplicative group of all nonsingular «X«

matrices with coefficients in K and SL(n, K) denotes the subgroup of

GL(n, K) consisting of the matrices in GL(n, K) with determinant unity;

I» denotes the identity matrix in GL(n, K) and | A | denotes the determinant

of the matrix A.

If x is an element of the group G and if x — yzy~lz~l where y, zEG, then

x is said to be a commutator of G. It is known [l] that SL(n, K) is its own

commutator group except in the two cases n — 2, K = GF(2) and « = 2,

K = GF(3). Also, SL(2, GF(3)) is the commutator subgroup of GL(2, GF(3)).

The following question has been discussed by a number of authors for various

groups, chiefly the symmetric groups and some linear groups [2; 3; 4; 8; 9;

10; 11; 13]: if xEG', the commutator subgroup of the group G, how many

commutators are needed to express x as a product*of commutators of G? It

is the purpose of this paper to solve this problem for the groups SL(n, K)

and GL(n, K) (with certain omissions to be stated presently). It is already

known [lO] that if AESL(n, K) where K has infinitely many elements, then

A = Û (^.C-Sr'Cr1)

where Bit dEGL(n, K) and where N depends upon the splitting of the char-

acteristic polynomial of A into factors irreducible over K and is, in general,

larger than one. In this paper we shall prove the following two theorems.

Theorem 1. Let pInESL(n, K). Then pln is always a commutator of

GL(n, K). Moreover, pln is a commutator of SL(n, K) unless p is a primitive

nth root of unity in K and n = 2 (mod 4). In this exceptional case pl„ can always

be expressed as a product of two commutators of SL(n, K) and can be expressed
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COMMUTATORS IN LINEAR GROUPS 17

as a single commutator of SL(n, K) when, and only when, the equation — 1 =x2

+y2 possesses a solution x,y(EK. This condition is always satisfied when K has

characteristic different from zero.

Theorem 2. Let A £SZ,(w, K). If Ais not scalar and if K has at least four

elements, then A is a commutator of SL(n, K).

Our proof of Theorem 2 for general fields K depends heavily on the num-

ber of elements in K and breaks down when K has five or fewer elements.

We are able to prove Theorem 2 when K is GF(5) or GF(i) by combining our

general methods with the special properties of the elements of these fields.

Our general methods break down drastically when K is GF(2) or GF(3).

We have been able to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Every element of SL(n, GF(2)) is a commutator of SL(n, GF(2))

when n>2. Every element of SL(n, GF(3)) is a commutator of SL(n, GF(3))

when n>2. Every element of SL(2, GF(3)) is a commutator of GL(2, GF(3)).

It is hoped to publish the proof of this theorem elsewhere(s). We remark

that it is known [l] that SL(2, GF(2)) and SL(2, GF(3)) properly contain

their commutator subgroups.

In §2 we shall introduce some additional notation and the lemmas re-

quired in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. In §3 we shall prove Theorem 1

and in §4 we shall prove Theorem 2 when K is not GF(5) or GF(4). The proofs

of Theorem 2 for these fields are given in §§5 and 6. Some concluding remarks

are appended in §7.

2. Preliminary material. If

p(\) = X" + ¿a»"1 + ■ • • + ai

is a polynomial with coefficients in K, then by C(p(\)) we denote the com-

panion matrix of p(K):

0

0

1

— a„

when m^2, and C(/>(X)) = ( — ai) when » = 1. If a£X then Jn(a) denotes the

Jordan matrix of dimension n:

(2) A proof of this theorem is to be found in the author's dissertation. The proof in the case

K = GF(3) is like the proofs presented in this paper but involves complicated matrix calcula-

tions. The proof in the case K = GF(2) uses matrix computations quite different from those

presented in this paper.

C(p(\)) =

0 0 1

0 0 0
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(a   1

a   1

Ma) -

a   1

a

when fl^2 and Ji(a) = (a). The following »X» matrix will be used so fre-

quently that we give it the name of standard matrix:

¿i       dt

J>w(ci)

D =

d¡

Jtwic»)

/.(r)(Cr)J

when n 2:2 and

(1) 5(1) + 5(2) + + s(r) = n - 1;

and D = (di) when « = 1. The nXn standard matrix D is defined by the field

element d\ when « = 1 and, when «2:2, D is defined by the integers r, 5(1),

• • • , 5(r) satisfying (1) and by the field elements d\, ¿2, • • ■ , dn, C\, c2, - • • ,

C Standard matrices will always be described in terms of the notation just

introduced.

If AEGL(n, K) and BEGL(m,K) then A+B denotes the following ele-
ment of GL(m-\-n, K):

(A \
\0    B)

Lemma 1. Let D be the standard matrix introduced above. When «2:2, if

di^Ci for t=l, 2, • • • , r, then the elementary divisors of D are (X—¿i),

(X—ci)*(1), • • • , (X — cr)*(r). PFÄe« w = l, /fee o«/y elementary divisor of D is

(X-ziO.

Proof. The result is clear when n = l. When w§:2, let 5,-,,(m) =/„+«£<,;

where £,-,,■ is an n X« matrix with one at the intersection of row i and column

j, and zeros elsewhere. Then, for 2£t'£«, the matrix Si,í(uí)DSi,í(uí)~1 is

again D except that d< is replaced with zero if m< is properly chosen, and ¿,+i
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is altered (when »'<«). Hence, transforming by 5i,<(«i) for t = 2, 3,

we find that D is similar to
, «.

d\ + 7.(1) (c)   +    •   •      + J,(r)(Cr) •

This matrix exhibits the required elementary divisors.

Lemma 2. For «¡a2, let

F =

0   /i.i

0   0

0   0

/i.i

/s.»

0

/i,»

' fi.n

'/n-l,n

Je a matrix with coefficients in K and/¿.i+i^O for t = 1, 2,

amis t« GL(«, 7Í) such that SFS~l = C(p()\)) where
n — l. Then S

(2)

and where

(3)

P(\)   = Xfl - WnX"-1 Wi

V>.

Wi /,-,,■+!  •   •     /„_!,„ I X{ +   £ *ij*i\ (i   =   «   -   1, ,2),

Wl =/l,2 •  •   -fn-l.nXl.

The coefficients a,-,y£iT.

Proof. If a,= —fñ2i,nfi.n, the matrix

•S'n-2,n-l(ö„_2)   •   ■   ■ 5i,B_i(0i)F5i,n-l(ai)-1 i(a„_2)"

has the same structure as F except that the coefficients standing above

/„_i,„ in the last column are now zeros, and column n — l is now column

n — l of 7" plus linear combinations of columns n — 2, n — 3, • • • , 1 of F. Re-

peating this procedure with columns n—l, ■ ■ ■ ,3 produces a matrix Fi sim-

ilar to 7 in which the coefficients standing above /,-,,+i in column t-f-1 are all

zeros for t = 2, 3, • • • , n — 1. Now let Si be a diagonal matrix with s„,n = l

and Si,i = (fi,i4.1 • • -/n-i.Ti)-1 for t = l, 2, • • • , n — l. Then SiFiST1 is the re-

quired companion matrix.

Lemma 3. Let

A = C(\" anXn-i _-fl2x - (-I)-"1 \A\)

be an element of GL(n, K). Let DÇ.GL(n, K) be the nXn standard matrix intro-

duced above. When w^2, let
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q(\) = X« + qnX"-1 + • • • + g*X + (-l)-UI d1(c1)'^ ■ ■ ■ (*)««'>

2>e a polynomial with coefficients in K. Then, for fixed integers r, 5(1), • • • , 5(r)

and fixed field elements di, C\, • • • , cr, it is possible to choose d2, • • • , dnEK *«

such a manner that q(X) is both the characteristic and minimum polynomial of

AD. When n — 1, let qÇh)=\—\A\d\. Then the characteristic and minimum

polynomial of AD is again g(X).

Proof. When n = 1, there are no ¿, to be chosen and the result is obvious.

Suppose that n = 2 and compute AD. We find that AD is a matrix like the

matrix F described in Lemma 2, where the elements on the side diagonal just

above the main diagonal are c\, ■ ■ ■ , c\, c2, • • • , c2, ■ ■ • , cr, • • • , c, (c<

appears s(i) times for t = l, 2, • • • , r) and where

(4) *i-(-l)-»|¿K
Xi = (—l)n_11 A | di + terms free of d2, ■ ■ ■ , dn (i = 2, • • • , n).

Invoking Lemma 2, we find SEGL(n, K) such that S(AD)S-1 = C(p(\))

where p(\) is given by (2) and (3). Since the characteristic polynomial of a

companion matrix is also the minimum polynomial, the lemma will be estab-

lished if we can choose d2, ■ • ■ , dnEK such that p(S.) = î(X). First note that

/z(X) and g(X) have the same constant term. Next, set w¿=—g,-for i = 2, ■•-,«,

and note that, since (3) is a triangular system and no/,,<+i vanishes, we may

solve for Xt, ■ ■ ■ , xn in terms of w2, • • • , w„. But then, from (4), we may

solve for d2, ■ ■ • , d„ since \A\ ¿¿0. With d2, ■ ■ ■ , dH determined in this way,

£(X) =s(X) and the proof is complete.

For the remainder of this paper we make the convention that whenever

we list the elementary divisors of a matrix and include a term (X —y)", then

(X —7)* is to be deleted from the list whenever v = 0.

The next result is the cornerstone of the proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 4. Suppose that AEGL(n, K) is the companion matrix of a poly-

nomial. Suppose that a field element diEK and polynomials (X—7i)r(1), • • • ,

(X—Yt)v(i) are given where v(l), ■ ■ ■ , v(t) are nonnegative integers such that

v(l) + • • • + v(t) = n - 1,

where \A\di, 71, ■ • • , yt, 0 are distinct elements of K, and where d\7^7,- for

i = 1, 2, • • • , t. Then a standard matrix DEGL(n, K) may be found such that:

(i) the elementary divisors of D are

(5) (x - ¿0, (x - 7i)"U), • • •,(x-7«)"(,,;

(ii) the elementary divisors of AD are

(6) (X -  I il I dx), (X - y.)1'"', • ■ • , (X - 7ÙH,).

Proof. The result is obvious when n = 1. When w>:2, suppose v(i\), • ■ ■ ,
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v(ir) are the nonzero integers among »(1), • • • , v(t). Let 2?£G7(w, K) be a

standard matrix whose parameters are the integers r, s(l)=v(ii), • • • , s(r)

= i)(i'r), and the field elements di, c1=7¿„ • • • , cr=7,r, together with as yet

undetermined field elements dit • • • , dn. By Lemma 1, for any choice of

dt, • • • , d„, the elementary divisors of D are given by (5). By Lemma 3, we

may select d2, • • • , d»£7C such that the characteristic and minimum poly-

nomial of AD is

g(X) = (X -  \A\ di)(\ - 7i)"(1) • • • (X - 7*)*(°.

But then the elementary divisors of AD are obtained by decomposing g(X)

into powers of (nonconstant) polynomials which are irreducible over K and

relatively prime. From this observation it is clear that the elementary divisors

of AD are given by (6).

The following lemma will be found useful when K is GF(5) or G7"(4).

Lemma 5. Let A Ç.GL(n, K) be the companion matrix of a polynomial, where

w^2. Suppose that afield element di£7C and polynomials (X—71), (X—7i)c(2),

• • • , (X—7*)t(,) are given, where v(2), • • • , v(t) are nonnegative integers such

that

v(2) + • • • + v(t) = n - 2,

where d\, |^4|7i, 72, • • • , 7«, 0 are distinct elements of K, and where di^yi.

Then a standard matrix D£.GL(n, K) may be found such that:

(i) the elementary divisors of D are

(7) (x - ¿0, (x - 71), (x - t2)"(2), • • •, (x - y,)'M;

(ii) the elementary divisors of AD are

(8) (X - dû, (X -  \A I 7i), (X - 72)»(2\ • • • , (X - 7*)'(,).

Proof. Let v(i%), • • • , v(ir) be the nonzero integers among v(2), • • • , v(t).

(We set f = l if all v(i) are zero.) Let D(E.GL(n, K) be a standard matrix

where the parameters are the integers r, s(l) = 1, s(2) =v(iî), • • • , s(r) =v(ir),

and the field elements d\, Ci=7i, £2=7,-,, ' ' " > cr = 7<„ together with as yet

undetermined field elements d2, • • ■ , d„. Then Lemma 1 asserts that the ele-

mentary divisors of D are given by (7). Set

q(\) = (X - ¿j)(X -  \A I 7i)(X - 72)"(2) ■ • • (X - 7<)'(,).

Complete the proof as in Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. Let A, 5£G7(«, K), where B = TAT-1 for some T£GL(n, K).
If A (and hence B) possesses an elementary divisor \—a where a£ÍT, then a

matrix S£G7(m, K) exists such that, if s is any nonzero element of K, then

B = SAS'1 and \S\=s.
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Proof. Matrices Tiand 7*2 exist in GL(n, K) such that T\ATî1 = TiBTï1

= (a)-Mi, where AiE.GL(n — l,K). Setsi = s| 727rl|, and set Si = (si)-i-7„_i.

Then

SiTxA TrlSrl = TxATr1 = TîBTr1,

so that

Tr'SiTiATr'Sr'Tt » b.

Set S= JflSiTv
3. The proof of Theorem 1. In this section b will denote a primitive «th

root of unity in K. Note that n is determined by the roots of unity that exist

in K and is, in general, not arbitrary. We shall first show that blmn is a com-

mutator of GL(mn, K) for every integer w^l. We shall then show, when »

is odd, that blmn is a commutator of SL(mn, K) for all integers m^l, and,

when « is even, that blmn is a commutator of SL(mn, K) for all integers m> 1.

Next we shall determine when bln (n even) is a commutator of SL(n, K).

Finally, we shall show that bln is always a product of two commutators of

SL(n, K).
Let D = (l) + (b) + (b*)+ ■ ■ ■ +(on~l). Then D and bInD = bD have the

same elementary divisors. By Lemma 6, S exists in SL(n, K) such that

bD = SDS~1. Hence bIn = SDS~1D~1. Since the direct sum of commutators is

again a commutator, it follows that ¿>7m„ is always a commutator of GL(mn, K).

For use later, we appeal again to Lemma 6 to find 7£G7(«, K) such that

| T\ = -1 and bln= TDT~xD-\

When « is odd, \d\ -«(/>»)<»-»'* = 1. Hence ¿>7m„ is always a commutator

of SL(mn, K) when n is odd and wiS: 1.

When n is even, \D\ =(bnlt)n~1= —1 since ¿>n/2 = — 1 as b is a primitive

nth root of unity in K. Applying results obtained above to (¿>7„)-1, we find

matrices U, VGGL(n, K) such that | U\ =-l,| V\ = l.and &7„= UVU^V'1.
Now note that

bhn = (S + S)(D + D)(S + S)~l(D + D)-1;

bltn = (S+U+ T)(D + V + D)(S + U + T)-\D +V+ Z?)"»;

where (5+5), (D+D)ESL(2n,K) and (S+U+T), (D + V+D)ESL(3n,K).
Since, if m> 1, either the integer m is even or m — 3 is even, it follows that

blmn is always a direct sum of commutators of matrices with determinant

one. Hence blmn is a commutator of SL(mn, K) for all integers m> 1 when «

is even.

Suppose now, if possible, that bIn = BCB~1C~1 where n is even and

B, C£zSL(n, K). It is well known that BC and CB have the same character-

istic values. Let ß be a characteristic value of BC (in a suitable extension

field of K). Then ß is a characteristic value of CB, hence bß is a characteristic

value of bCB=BC. Hence ß, bß, • ■ ■ , &"-1/3 are characteristic values of BC
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and, indeed, are all the characteristic values as ft is a primitive «th root of

unity. Since | BC\ = 1, cX"-1'/2/3» = 1. Since &•<»-»>»« -1, we obtain /3»+l =0,

so that the characteristic and minimum polynomial of BC is p(X)=X"-fl.

Hence 5 exists in GL(n, K) such that S(BC)S~l = C(pQA)=Z, say. Then

/j7n = 5(ô/„)5-1 = ZFZ-1F-1 where Y^SCS-^ESLfr, K). Thus, if bln is a
commutator within SL(n, K), then bln is the commutator of Z and another

matrix Y. Let F= (y,-,,). Comparison of the coefficients of the equal matrices

bYZ and Z F yields recurrence relations on the coefficients of Y. We find that

all coefficients of Y are determined by the coefficients in the first column of Y.

Setting y, = y,-,i for t = l, 2, ••■,», we obtain

yi   —byn      —b2yH-i

y2      byi      -b2yn

y,      by% b2yx

y„      £>y„_i       b2y„-i

Conversely, for this Y, bYZ = ZY. Let

iyi -y» -y»-i

Fx = y* y*

■y*

y«-i y»-2

-£>"-1y2

-¿»-»yi

bn~lyi

■ -y»

■ -y,

■ -yt

•    yi

Then | Y\ =bn(n~1,l2\ Yi\ = — | Fi|. Thus we have proved that the necessary

and sufficient condition that £>/„ be a commutator of SL(n, K) is that

yi, • • ■ , y„EK can be found such that | Y\\ = — 1.
Now let to be a primitive (2m)th root of unity in an extension field of

K: to2 = ô. Set to¿ = ¿Vto for *'=1, • • ■,«. Then it is known [7, p. 445] that

mi =n(¿>rVz).

1*1    - ñ ( S*<n^,>«V^«^i + Ê ¿i(2'-1)co2'-1y2y)
t-i V y-i y-i /

,-i  \ y_i y—i /

Hence

Now &*w»/*+o+i)=¿,*(»+i) if k is an integer, and b~(nl2+i) = -6*. Hence
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n/2  r- /  n/2 n/2 \

1*1 = n ( z i^i>(»+i>yw_1+«-ii:*,'<2<+i)-%)
<-i LA y-i y-i /

(n/1 n/2 \-|

Ê ô^1>"<+1)yJy_i - co-1 E i''(2<+,)-<y»y)

n/2  r /  n/2 \ 2 /  n/2 \ 2"|

= Il I( Zi(f-I,(!i+1,y«-i   - 6-»-2ii Z*,<2<+1)yw) ]•

Consider the following system of n/2 equations in n/2 unknowns.

(9) E tV-1"2«-1^-! = Wîi-x (* = 1, 2, • • • , n/2).

The coefficient matrix of (9) is a Vandermonde matrix and is nonsingular

since ft is a primitive «th root of unity. Hence, for any choice of W\, w», • • • ,

w»_iG-Ki we may find yu y», • ■ • , yn-iG-K to satisfy (9). Similarly the set

of m/2 equations in w/2 unknowns

n/2

D bM+Vyy = ¥w2i (i = 1, 2, • • • , «/2),
y-i

has a solution y2, yt, • ■ ■ , y„ in K for every choice of w2, w«, • • • , wnEK.

Thus, in order to set | Fi| = — 1, it is both necessary and sufficient that

Wii wt, • • - , w„ be found in K such that

(10) -1 = II ((«-2Í-1)2 - b->(w2i)2).
v-i

If « = 4m, take Wi = ¿>m, w2,_i=l for all i^l, w2¿ = 0 for all i. Then since

bim= -1, (10) is satisfied.

If « = 4w+2 then, from b2m+1=~l, we obtain -b~1 = b2m. Set (w2<)'

= bmw2i. Then

ai) i *i = n nwu-i)2 + iiwu)T).

Since sums of two squares are closed under multiplication [6, p. 126], if

elements in K exist such that | Fi| = — 1, then, for certain elements W, W'EK

we have

(12) -1 = W2 + (W'Y-

Conversely, if (12) has a solution in K, then if in (11) we set Wi=W,

(w2)' = W', w2i_i = l and (w2i)' = 0 for all iVl, we find that | Fi| = -1.Hence

we have demonstrated that if m = 4«i-1-2, then the necessary and sufficient

condition that bIn = BCB-1C~1 where B, CESL(n, K) is that (12) have a

solution W, W'EK.
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It is known [6, p. 135] that integers #, y always exist such that x*+y*-\-l

s 0 (mod p) where p is a prime. This means that elements x, y always exist in

GF(p) and hence in any field of characteristic p such that xt+yi= — 1.

Hence (12) is always solvable for such fields.

If K has characteristic zero, then (12) is sometimes impossible; as an

example take » = 2, 6= — 1, and K to be any formally real field. In many

other cases (12) possesses a solution. We list two such cases.

(i) If K contains the primitive (2n)th root of unity w then a solution of

(12) is W=W"2, W' = 0.

(ii) If for some divisor r>l of 2m+l integers s and h exist such that

r(A+l) = 2*+l, then a solution of (12) can be found. For, using a technique

due to Landau [5], we first note the following polynomial identity(').

(1 + X + X2 + • • • + X-»)(l + X' + X2' + ■ ■ • + X*')

= 1 + X + X2 + • ■ • + X'*-1--1

= (1 + X)(l + Xs)(1 + X«) • • • (1 + x2""1) + X2'.

Let p = bnlir. Then p2j*l so that p satisfies

(p*r _   1)/(pS  _   !)   =  p2r-2 + p2r-4 +   .  .  .  + pi +  J  « Q.

Hence, if we set X=p2, we find

-V*1 = (l + p2)(i + p<) • • • (1 + p2')

from which we deduce that — 1 is a sum of two squares.

If 2m+1 has a prime divisor p of the form 8k ±3, then we may take r=p.

For
2<"-i>/2 a (2/p)  (mod p)

= (-1)(p2-i>/8 = - 1

so that p divides 2(p-1)/2+l. Here (2/p) denotes the Legendre symbol.

It is known [12] that — 1 is a sum of four squares in the field of the nth

roots of unity over the field of rational numbers, n>2. When — 1 is a sum of

two squares in such fields remains to be determined.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that ¿>7„ is always a

product of two commutators of SL(n, K) when n = 2 (mod 4) and K has

characteristic zero. First note that if

'-(-Î-ÎD-    e_(o J:)'
then   -h = (PQP-1G~iy.  This completes  the  proof  when « = 2.  When
n = 4»t-f-2>2 note that bim is a primitive root of unity of order n/(n, 2m)

(') Note that n > 2 since r > 1. By hypothesis the field K in this case contains roots of unity

since it contains the primitive nth root of unity b.
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= (2«î-|-l)/(2»i-r-l, m) = 2wi-f-l. Thus bîm is a primitive root of unity of odd

order and hence b2mIn is a commutator of SL(n, K). Furthermore, — J» is a

direct sum of w/2 commutators of SL(2, K), hence is a commutator of

SL(n, K). Now, (b2mIn)(bln) = -In since 6»"+i--l. Thus W„ is a product

of two commutators of SL(n, K).

4. The proof of Theorem 2 when K contains at least six elements.

Throughout this section A will denote an element of SL(n, K). Since any

factorization A=BCB~1C~l is preserved under a similarity transformation

by any element of GL(n, K), it is enough to prove that some similarity trans-

form of A is a commutator of SL(n, K). Thus we may assume that

A = Ar+ • ■■ + Am

where A ,• is the j(i) Xj(i) companion matrix of a polynomial with coefficients

in K, for i — 1, 2, • • • ,m. Rearranging the A, if necessary (a similarity trans-

formation!), we may assume that j(i) £j(2) £ • • • £j'(»í). We divide the

proof into a number of cases depending on the values of m, n, and

j(l), • • • ,j(m).

Case 1. w = 2. HA is 2X2 and not scalar, then A is similar to the com-

panion matrix of some polynomial. Hence we suppose A is such a companion

matrix. Choose pEK such that p2?* 1, 0. (This is possible if K is not GF(2) or

GF(3).) Invoking Lemma 4, we construct a standard matrix DESL(2, K)

with d\=p and elementary divisors (X—p), (X—p~x) such that the elementary

divisors of A D are also (X—p), (X—p-1). By Lemma 6, we may find S G SZ, (2, UT)
such that AD = SDS-\ Hence A=SDS~lD~l where S, DESL(2, K) as re-
quired.

Case 2. j(m)^.3. Let c^ be any nonzero element of K and define 5¿+i

= |i4,-| S, for t=l, 2, • • • , m. Then, since \Ai • ■ ■ Am\ =1, we have ôM+i = 5i.

For i= 1, 2, • • • , w, let 7, be any element of K distinct from 5,-, 5,+i, 0. De-

fine 7'" by

(13) ( ft «*) (ÎI M'™"1) (y-nV^-V" = L

Choose xEK such that Xt¿Q and

(14) yms * 6m or «j,        r"'*-1 * Sm or «,.

The conditions (14) prohibit at most four nonzero elements of K so that, if

K has at least six elements, a suitable x always exists. Let 7' = 7m#, 7"

=y'"x-1. Then

(15) ( ft S<) (B (y,)'«'"1) (Y„)*<->-Y7" = L

For  i=l,  2, • ■ • ,  m — 1,  construct  (by  Lemma  4)   a standard   matrix
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Di(EGL(j(i),K) with di = ô, and elementary divisors (X —Ô,), (X—7j)'*0-1 such

that the elementary divisors of AtDi are (X — S,+i), (X—7i)î(i)~1. This is pos-

sible since 7,7^0,, 8<+i, 0. Again, by Lemma 4, construct a standard matrix

DmEGL(j(m), K) with di = 8m and:

(i) if 7m, 7', 7" are distinct elements of K, such that the elementary

divisors of Dm are (X — 8m), (X—7m)i(m)_3, (X—7'), (X—7") and such that the

elementary divisors of AmDm are (X — 5i), (\—ym)'lm)-*, (X-7'), (X—7");

(ii) if ym=y,7iy", such that the elementary divisors of Dm are (X —Sm),

(X—7m),(m)_2, (X—7") and such that the elementary divisors of AmDn are

(X-50, (X-7m)'(m)-2, (X-7");

(iii) if ym=y" T^y', such that the elementary divisors of Dm are (X —5m),

(X—ym)'{m)~-, (X—7') and such that the elementary divisors of AmDm are

(X-ii), (X-7m)î("°-2, (X-7');

(iv) if y' =y" 7^ym, such that the elementary divisors of 7>m are (X — hm),

(X—7O2, (X—7m)î(m)~8 and such that the elementary divisors of AmDm are

(X-50, (X-7')2, (X-7m)'(m)-';

(v) if 7m=7' = 7", such that the elementary divisors of Dm are (X —ôm),

(X—7m)í<m)_1 and such that the elementary divisors of AmDm are (X —61),
(X-7»)i(m)-1.

Now set 7> = 7>i+ • • • +Dm. Then, because of (15), 7>£5L(n, K). More-

over, D and ^47> have the same elementary divisors. For example, in (i), the

elementary divisors of D are

(X - Ö,), (X - 7i)'(l)-1, • • • , (X - ô»-i), (X - Tm-i)""-1'-1,

(X - Sm), (X - 7m)!(m)-3, (X - 7'), (X - 7"),

and the elementary divisors of AD are

(X - «0, (X - 7i))(1)-1, • • ■ , (X - 6m), (X - y_0'c-l)-1,

(X - «0, (X - 7m)'(m)-3, (X - 7'), (X - 7").

Since (17) is merely a rearrangement of (16), D and AD have the same ele-

mentary divisors, including at least one linear elementary divisor. Hence, by

Lemma 6, AD = SDS~l so that A^SDS-'D'1 where S, 7?£57(n, K).

Case 3. me2; jm=jm-i = 2. For î' = 1, 2, • • • , m, let S,-, 7,- be found as in

Case 2. Define y'" by (13) and 7', 7" by

7' = 7m-i* 9* 5m-i or 5m,

7" = 7"'*-1 * «m or «!.

Construct standard matrices A, • • • , Dm-2 as before. Construct a standard

matrix 7)m_1£G7(2, 7C) with ¿i = 5m_i and elementary divisors (X —ôm_i),

(X—7') such that the elementary divisors of .4m_iT>m_i are (X —5m), (X—7').

Construct a standard matrix 7>m£G7(2, X) with di = 5m and elementary divi-

sors (X — ôm), (X —7") such that the elementary divisors of AmDm are (X —Si),
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(X-7"). Set D = Di+ • • • +Dn. Then DESL(n, K) and D and AD have
the same elementary divisors. Complete the proof as in Case 2.

The argument in the two previous cases has depended on the use of two

"spare" diagonal positions in the triangular matrix D to control the value of

\D\. If « = 2,or if «>2 and j(t) = 1 for*'=l, 2, • • • , m-1 andj(w) = l or 2,
these two spare diagonal positions do not exist. The case « = 2 has already

been discussed. When w>2, we first remark that C(p(X))-r-C(çz(X)) is similar

to C(p(X)g(X)) if the polynomials p(X) and q(\) are relatively prime. Thus, if

A is diagonal but not scalar, then, after a similarity transformation of A by

an element of GL(n, K), we may pass to the case in which j(i) = l for

t = l, 2, • • • , m — 1 and j(wi) = 2. In this case we may make the further as-

sumption that A =/7n_2-r-C((X—/)(X—g)) where/, gEK since otherwise we

may (by the remark above) transform A by an element of GL(n, K) and so

pass to one of the two cases j(m) = 3 or j(m — 1) =j(m) = 2. Hence only Case 4

below remains to be considered.

Case 4. ¿=//„_2-í-C((X-/)(X-g));/, gEK;f^g=L For nonzero SEK
define e(5) as a function of 5 by

(18) /<»"l> C«-2)/25n-lc(Ä)  „   1.

Imitating the proofs already used, we attempt to choose SEK such that

(19) c(5) * S,

(20) c(o)*f»-2o.

If such a S exists, define

/>=(*) + iß) + (/'«) +■■■+ (/-•«) + (^V*       d').
\  0      c(5)/

By (20), the elementary divisors of D are (X-5), (X-/S), • • • , (X-/"-25),

(X —c(5)). By (19), we may choose d2EK such that the elementary divisors

of AD are (X-/Ô), (X-/25), • • • , (X-/"-2á), (X-5), (X-c(S)). From this,
the result follows as before. The desired element S will always exist if K has

infinitely many elements since the equations c(ô) = 5 and c(8) =/B-25 have

only finitely many roots. Hence, to complete the proof, we may assume that

K has characteristic p^O.

Case 4.1. f=g. Assume first that /Vl. Take 5 = 1. Then if c(l) = l or if
c(l)=/n_2, we find that/2 = l (using /n = l). Hence, if /'Ml, the desired ele-

ment in K is 5 = 1. If/2 = 1, then C(X'-2/X+/2)G5Z,(2, K) and is a com-
mutator of SL(2, K) by Case 1. The roots of ^ = 1 in any field are/=l and

/= —1. If /= 1, then A is the direct sum of a commutator of SL(2, K) and

several commutators of SL(1, K). If/= —1 then, since —12 is a commutator

of SL(2, K) (by Theorem 1), A is the direct sum of commutators of SL(2, K).

This finishes Case 4.1.
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Case 4.2. f^g, n is even. We shall prove that we may take S to be one of

the elements 1,/, Z2. An arbitrary nonzero ô£7C is said to be admissible ii

(18) and (19) hold. If 1, / are both not admissible, then c(l) = 1 and c(f) =/
and hence we find that/n = l. This contradicts the fact that/n-1g = l and

f9£g. Hence K contains admissible elements. If now 8' is admissible, then

exactly one of the following four possibilities holds:

(i) c(S')^/"-2S';

(ii) c(8') =f"-2b'-fh' is admissible and c(fo') Kf-2(/5') ;

(iii) c(5')=/"-2S';/5' is admissible and c(fo')=f»-2(fo');
(iv) c(ô')=/n_25';/S' is not admissible.

If (iii) holds then we again deduce that/" = l, contrary to hypothesis. If

(iv) holds, we obtain/" =/"-2 so that/2 = l. Since n is even and/n_1g=l, we

find that/=g, again contrary to hypothesis. Thus we must have either (i) or

(ii), which establishes the existence of a solution of (18), (19), and (20).

Case 4.3. f^g, n is odd. Here we cannot show the existence of a suitable

ô£7T. However, A is similar over GL(n, K) to ^i=/7„_i+(g). Let D = (u)

+ (/«)+••• +(jfh~1«) where M=/-<n-1)/2. Then 7>£S7(n, K) and it easily

follows that Ai and hence A is a commutator of SL(n, K).

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete if K is not GF(5) or G7"(4).

5. The case K=GF(5). The field G7(5) consists of the elements 0, 1, 2,

3, 4. We shall prove that every matrix A£zSL(n, GF(5)) is a commutator of

SL(n, GF(5)). As before, we may assume that A = Ai+ ■ • • +Am where Ai

is the j(i) Xj(i) companion matrix of a polynomial with coefficients in GF(5).

We make the additional assumption that |.4.-, ■ • • Aik\ 9*1 if the nonempty

subset {ti, • • • , ik) of {1, • • -, m\ is proper. This assumption involves no

loss of generality since a general A is similar within GL(n, K) to a direct

sum of such matrices. With this assumption and after a rearrangement of the

Ai, if necessary, we find that (|.4i|, • • • , \Am\) must be one of (1), (2, 3),

(4, 4), (2, 2, 4), (3, 3, 4), (2, 2, 2, 2), or (3, 3, 3, 3). We divide our discussion

into cases depending on the value of m.

If w = l, choose p£i£ such that p29il, 0. By Lemma 4, construct a

standard matrix 7>£57,(w, K) with ¿i=p such that the elementary divisors

of D and AD are (X-p), (X-p"1), (X-l)"-2. (This for n^2; the case n = 1 is

obvious.) Then argue as previously. This part of the proof also works if K

is G7(4).
If m^2, we proceed as follows. If 5i is a nonzero element of GF(5) then,

for t= 1, 2, • • • , m, we define 5i+i= | Ai\ 5, and choose 7,-,i and 7,-,2 such that

8,-, ô,-+i, 7,,i, 7,,2 are the four nonzero elements of GF(5). Let e(i) bean integer

with 0 ^ e(i) ^ j(i) — 1. Construct, by Lemma 4, a standard matrix

Di&GL(j(i), GF(S)) with di = 5< and elementary divisors (X-ô<), (\-yi,i)e(i\

(X—7i,2),<0-l-c(i) such that the elementary divisors of ^4,7), are (X — 6\>i),

(X-7M)e(,:>- (X-7,V2)!(i)-,-'li\ If we set D = Di+ ■ ■ ■ +Dm, then clearly

A=SDS~lD-1 where SESL(n, GF(5)). In order that D<ESL(n, GF(5)) we
have only to choose the field element 8i and the integers e(i) such that
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(21) n Myi.ù'm(nàtw-1~w) - l.

In each of the following cases, we attempt either to determine 5i and the

e(i) to satisfy (21) or to reduce the case to another in which the desired result

is already established.

If m = 2 and (|.4i|, |^42|) = (4, 4). we set7i,i=72,i = 251and7i,2=72,2 = 35i.

Then, if e = e(l)+e(2), (21) becomes 5B3B+'«=1, where 0£c£»-2. A solu-

tion is 5i = 3 and e = 0 or 1 such that 2«+2e = 0 (mod 4).

If «î = 2 and (|^4i|, |^42|) = (2, 3) we set 71,1=72,1 = 35i and 71,2=72,2 = 45i.

Then, with e = e(l)+e(2), (21) becomes ôB21+2n+<! = l. If «2:5 or if « = 3 take

5i=l and e = l or 3 such that l-r-2«+e = 0 (mod 4). If « = 2 the matrix

A = (2) + (3) and is similar within GL(2,GF(5)) to C((X-2)(X-3)) which has
already been treated under the case m = 1. The case « = 4 requires a more de-

tailed examination.

If « = 4 and j(l) = 1, j(2) = 3, then .4 = (2)-i-.i42 where ^42 is a companion

matrix of a cubic polynomial and |.42| =3. Using Lemma 5, construct a

standard matrix D2ESL(3, GF(5)) with d\ = 4 and elementary divisors (X —4),

(X—2), (X —2) such that the elementary divisors of A2D2 are (X—4), (X —1),

(X-2). Then if D = (l)+D2 we find that DESL(4, GF(S)) and that D and
AD have the same elementary divisors, completing the proof in this case. In

the case « = 4, j(l) = 3, j(2) = 1, we let DiESL(3, GF(5)) be a standard matrix

with cii = 4 and elementary divisors (X —4), (X —3), (X —3) such that the ele-

mentary divisors of A1D1 are (X-4), (X-l), (X-3). Set £> = Z>i4-(i). Thus,

only the possibility j(l) =j(2) =2 remains. If the characteristic polynomials

of Ai and ^42 are relatively prime then A is similar within GL(\, GF(S)) to a

companion matrix for which the result is already known (case m = l). This

will hold if either characteristic polynomial is irreducible since equal char-

acteristic polynomials are excluded by the fact that | ̂ 4i| M | ̂ 42|. Thus, sup-

pose that the characteristic roots of .4i are r, 2/r and that the characteristic

roots of A2 are r, 3/r, where rEGF(5). Since r = 2/r and r = 3/r cannot hap-

pen in GF(5), our matrix A has linear elementary divisors and so is similar

within GL(i, GF(5)) to: I2+C(Çk-2)ÇK-3)) if r = l; (2)+C((X-l)(X-2)(X-4))
if r = 2; (3) + C((X-l)(X-3)(X-4)) if r = 3; (4) + C((X-4)(X-2)(X-3)) if
r = 4. Thus we come to matrices already treated under previous cases.

The case m = 2 is now finished.

When m = 3, by passing to A~l if necessary, we may assume that

(|.4i|, |.4í|, \AS\) is (2, 2, 4). Set 71.2=72.1=7«,2 = 35i, 7i,i = 45i, 72,2 = 5i,
7»,i = 25i. Then equation (21) becomes

.„-v » 3+y(i)+y<3>+<.(i)+«(2)+2«(«)
(¿2) oio = 1.

We may assume without loss of generality that j(l) §:j(2). In the following

table we indicate values of 5i, e(l), e(2), e(3) (as functions of j(l), j(2), j(3))
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which satisfy (22). Those j(i) which are not fully specified in the table may

assume arbitrary values as the table permits. Those e(i) which are not fully

specified can always be chosen such that

3 +/(1) +/(3) + e(l) + e(2) + 2e(3) = 0 (mod 4).

In case (i) of the table note that, since e(l) +e(2) may be any of the integers

0, 1, • • • , i(l)+i(2) —2, if j(l)+;(2) è5 we may find «(1) and e(2) such that
e(l)-r-e(2)=0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4). In case (v) the matrix A is similar within

GL(n, GF(5))'to some matrix C(X2+wX+2)-i-C((X-2)(X-4)) which has al-

ready been discussed under m = 2. In case (vi) note that

2e(3) + 3 -r-i(l) + j(3) = 4 + 4(j(3)/2) = 0 (mod 4).

In case (vii) note that (using n=j(l)+j(2)+j(3))

n + 3 +j(l) +j(3) = 8 + 4(0(3) - l)/2) - 0 (mod 4).

Case KD+JÍ2) 7(D .7(2) ¿(3) «(1) e(2) 43)

&5 <7(D <j(2)

3 or 2 lor 2 £2 <J(D <j(2) <i(3)

3 or 2 lor 2 <KD <j(2)

ê2 0,1 0,1

i(3)/2

odd

Finally we arrive at the last case of m = 4. Passing to A~l if necessary, we

assume that (|.4i|, • • • , |.4m|) is (2, 2, 2, 2). We set 7i.i = 7s,i = 35i; 71.»

= 74,2 = 4ôi; 72,2=7»,8 = 5i', 7».i=74,i = 25i. Then (21) becomes

n   2(l+j(l)+i(4))-«(l)+«(2)+S«(»)+«(4) _
5i3 — 1.

If two of the j(i) are greater than one, take j(2) > 1, /(4)>1 and set 8i = l,

c(l) =e(3) =0 and e(2), e(i) equal to 0 or 1 such that

e(2) + e(i) + 2(1 +/(1) +/(4)) ^ 0 (mod 4).

If only onej(¿) is not one, suppose j(l) =i(2) =j(4) = 1 and j(3) > 1. Set 5i = 3*

and choose k = 0, 1, 2, or 3 and e(3), 0èe(3)^j(3)-l, such that

¿(3 +j(3)) + 3e(3) + 6 s 0 (mod 4).
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Suitable values for k and e(3) are : k = 2 and e(3) = 0 when j(3) =0 or 2 (mod 4) ;

¿ = 1 and c(3)=0 when j(3)==3 (mod 4); k = 0 and c(3)=2 when j(3)
= 1 (mod 4) butj(3)9£l. Lastly, if all j(i) are one, then A is scalar and we

appeal to Theorem 1.
6. The case K=GF(i). This case is simpler than the previous case. The

field G7"(4) consists of the elements 0, 1, 0, 0+1 with 02 = 0+l. As in the

previous case, we assume A =Ai+ ■ - ■ +Am where At is a j(i)Xj(i) com-

panion matrix of a polynomial over G7(4) and \A(l • • • Aik\ 9*1 if the non-

empty subset {ii, • • • , ik} of {l, • ■ • , m\ is proper. With this supposition

and after a reordering of the A{, if necessary, we find that (| Ai\, ■ ■ • , \ Am\ )

is one of (1), (0, 6 + 1), (6, 6, 0), (6+1, 6 + 1, 6+1).
When m = 1, the proof for the case m = 1 in §5 works here also.

When m = 2, construct by Lemma 4 a standard matrix 7J>j.£GL(j(l), GF(4))

with di=6 and elementary divisors (X— 6), (X—1)'(1)-1 such that the ele-

mentary divisors of .4il>i are (X— 02), (X —1),(1)_1. Again, construct a standard

matrix D2EGL(j(2), G7(4)) with di=02 and elementary divisors (X-02),

(X- i)7(2)-i such that the elementary divisors of AJ)% are (X-0), (X-l)'w_1.

Set 7>=7>i-r-7J>2. Then DESL(n, GF(i)) and 7> and ¿7> have the same ele-

mentary divisors. The proof when m = 2 is now completed in the usual way.

When w = 3, we may assume that (|^4i|, l-^l, \A%\) is (0, 0, 0). First
suppose that j(l), j(2), j(3) are not distinct (mod 3), say j(l)= j(3) (mod 3).

Construct a standard matrix T>i£G7,(j(l), ^^"(4)) with d\= 1 and elementary

divisors (X —1), (X—02),(1)_1 such that the elementary divisors of AJ)i are

(X-0), (X-01)«»-1. Construct a standard matrix D2EGL(j(2), GF(4)) with

di=0 and elementary divisors (X—0), (X —l)i(2)_1 such that the elementary

divisors of AiDi are (X—02), (X —1)'(2)_1. Construct a standard matrix

D3GGL(j(3), GF(4)) with ¿i=02 and elementary divisors (X-02), (X-0)«»»-1

such that the elementary divisors of A^Di are (X —1), (X—0),(,)_1. Set

D = Di+D2+D3. Then 7>£57(w, GF(4)) and D and AD have the same ele-

mentary divisors, completing the proof.

Now suppose that j(l), j(2),j(3) are distinct (mod 3), say/(l) = 2 (mod 3),

j(2)=0 (mod 3), j(3) = l (mod 3). Then j(l)^2 and j(2)^3. Construct, by

Lemma 5, a standard matrix T>i£G7(/'(l), G7(4)) with di = 1 and elementary

divisors (X —1), (X—0), (X—0),(1)_2 such that the elementary divisors of

A1D1 are (X — 1), (X—02), (X—0)'(1)_2. Construct, again by Lemma 5, a stand-

ard matrix D2E.GL(j(2), G7(4)) with ¿i=0and elementary divisors (X—0),

(X-02), (X-02)'(2)-2 such that the elementary divisors of A2D2 are (X-0),

(X — 1), (X — 02)/(2)-2. Construct, by Lemma 4, a standard matrix

D3GGL(j(3), GF(4)) with ¿i = l and elementary divisors (X-l), (X-02)''^-1

such that the elementary divisors of A^Di are (X—0), (X—02)'(S)_1. Set

7) = 7)i4-7>2-J-7)3. Then |T>| =1 and D and AD have the same elementary

divisors.

The proof for K = GF(A) is now complete.
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7. Concluding remarks. Let PSL(n, K) denote the factor group

SL(n, K)/C(n, K) where C(n, K) is the centre of SL(n, K) i.e. the scalar

matrices in SL(n, K). It is known [l] that PSL(n, K) is a simple group ex-

cept in the two cases w = 2, K = GF(2) and « = 2, K = GF(3). 0. Ore [8] has
raised the question of determining when every element of a finite simple

group G can be expressed as a commutator of G. Our results enable us to

answer this question for the class of (finite and infinite) simple groups

PSIAn, K) where K is not GF(2) or GF(3).

Theorem 3. If K is not GF(2) or GF(3), then every element of PSL(n, K)

is a commutator of PSL(n, K).

In fact, the results announced in §1 enable us to prove that whenever

PSL(n, K) is simple then every element of PSL(n, K) is a commutator of

PSL(n, K). For « = 2, p>3, and K = GF(p), this result has already been

established by Villari [13].
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